THE MOST UNIQUE SWIMMING POOL PURIFICATION SYSTEM...
Enjoy a hassle free sparkling crystal clear pool all year round even when it
rains.
Dramatically reduce your chemical costs by an amazing 90% and over.
Enjoy the benefits of sparkling clear water even when it rains.
The only system on the market that reduces your pump run time to only +-36hrs a day Save up to 70% on electricity that your pump normally uses.
The only system on the market which is PH and Alkalinity balanced which unlike
any other system means that you never have to check your PH once installed.
Your children will love it! No more allergies, sore red eyes, dry skin and
hair. Your eyes will never burn like they do using any other system.
The Ozonate® system is the only pool sanitation system which is ECO friendly,
does not produce any harmful chemicals and is safe for the environment.
The system is ALSO MUCH more affordable, beneficial, eco friendly and completely
non corrosive on the pools structure and piping.

THE MOST AMAZING POOL...
The Ozonate® system will keep your pool water sparkling clear every day of the
year, insuring your pool water to be free from algae even when it rains.
This natural process will also take the hardness out of your water. You will be
swimming in soft oxygenated mineral water that has great benefits.
You will feel, see and be amazed by the difference of the water.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED…
We have many happy clients who have benefited greatly by having a system
installed these include private clients, pool contractors such as swim schools, and
health centers who have seen marvelous and proven results.

TWO YEAR REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE
The only pool system in South Africa with a 2 year guarantee on all units and
any unit which is faulty will be replaced. We do not repair any faulty unit we only
replace it with a new one.
.

SO SIMPLE TO MAINTAIN
The only pool system in South Africa which is completely automatic and easy to
maintain. No need to ever check acid PH levels or alkalinity once the system is
installed and balanced the first time after installation.

TECHNOLOGICALLY ADVANCED...
The Ozonate® system is electronically advanced and extremely lightweight - so
light, it weighs less than a kilogram. 850grams to be exact and is so advanced It is
the only pool system that uses only 15watts/hour of power which is a fraction
compared to any other pool purification system in South Africa.

The system is completely automatic and will
automatically switch on and turn off with your pool timer settings as well as
automatically detect and increase current when needed to keep pools PH balanced.
Unlike salt chlorinators The Ozonate® system does not produce any harmful
chemicals WHATSOEVER. It is completely eco friendly and even manufactured using
recycled plastic.
It does not convert salt into chlorine nor use any other chemicals but uses a
completely natural patented process that sends different frequencies of
electrons into your pool water.
This process is completely natural. The water that passes through the SYSTEM is
charged by a high frequency. The positively charged (+02) Oxygen particles attach
themselves to the negatively charged (-02) molecules in the water.
This natural process creates about 600 grams of OXYGEN which is greater than any
other system can produce.

INTERNATIONALLY CERTIFIED AND ROHS ENERGY APROVED
The system has the highest international quality and safety standards and is CE
approved according to the strictest European Standards.
It is also ROHS compliant which is the highest certified approval for an electronic
system meaning that it is highly energy efficient. The unit not only uses low wattage
15watts/ hour to be exact buy it can save UP TO 70% on your pump running time
which is normally required with any other system.

COMPLETELY NATURAL PROCESS…
It is this natural process that will keep your pool water sparkling clear all year
round absolutely guaranteed.
Your pool water will be soft and sparkling clear month after month and year after
year.
Unlike any salt chlorinator, Ozonate® is the only system on the market which is
PH balanced.
Every system installed comes with a 2 year guarantee and is the only pool system on
the market to offer this.

